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Maybe this was a way to get away from it.” The pandemic posed a Herculean challenge for the women-dominated healthcare industry, which is the largest single employment sector in America. Thousands of ...
Women in healthcare are at a breaking point—and they’re leaving
Photos: NYAYA HEALTH NEPAL Nepal’s rural health system, already underfunded, understaffed and overstretched, is struggling with the enormous added burden of the Covid-19 pandemic. Having barely coped ...
At the Covid-19 frontlines in rural Nepal
Official Nebraska Passport Travel Programs booklets are finally in our office. If you’re still in need of one, please stop by our office at 601 N. Lincoln Avenue ...
What About Bob? Passport programs, frontline awards and Frenzy fundraiser
An estimated 13 million women in the UK are living with the menopause. So why are so many enduring the turmoil of its symptoms without help and support? It’s about time that changed, argues Kate Muir ...
Mission menopause: ‘My hormones went off a cliff – and I’m not going to be ashamed’
After 14 years of crippling PTSD nightmares, retired senior constable Craig Wilson took his life in a park not far from his home.
Retired police officer Craig Wilson took his life after painful PTSD battle
7News sports anchor Scott Abraham caught up with one of the lucky frontline workers that will ... through some difficult times over the last 13 months, but the Caps were always there to put ...
At first game with fans in a year, Capitals, Monumental Sports to honor frontline workers
Matt Williams introduces Logan Gilbert to fantasy managers and reviews Wednesday's top ace performances by Gerrit Cole and Brandon Woodruff.
The Future Is Now In Seattle
The CDC eased mask guidance but didn't say you shouldn’t wear a mask, can't wear one or are entitled to mouth off about other people wearing masks.
Vaccinated? CDC says it's OK to ditch masks. But it's not OK to harass people wearing them.
Tami Paynter planned to park her way to retirement. But the Las Vegas valet driver of 34 years is no longer sure her plan will pan out. Now age 60, Paynter was laid off a year ago from her union job ...
Laid-off workers lobby for return to jobs at pre-COVID wages
Chief executive of Hjaltland Housing Association and vice chair of the Shetland Fuel Poverty Action Group, Bryan Leask, is urging the incoming government to make tackling Scotland’s ‘shamefully’ high ...
Fuel poverty facts speak for themselves
Modi on April 19 announced “liberalised vaccine pricing” policy. “Private vaccination providers shall transparently declare their self-set vaccination price.” This is part-2 of a two-part article, ...
Political Economy Of Modi Government’s Vaccination Policy
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Four women tell Joyce Fegan of being pregnant, giving birth and the postpartum period during the Covid-19 pandemic. From being unable to shower after ...
Giving birth in a pandemic: Four women tell their stories
When it comes to these endeavors, CCSO hopes that the frontline employees have sufficient ... The community is lucky to have one continuous stretch of Trail from Morgan Mill River Access to ...
Carson City Sheriff's Office receives recognition for 2020 'Excellence in Law Enforcement Policy Management'
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention just announced fully vaccinated people don't need to wear masks indoors or outdoors in most situations. Follow here for the latest.
Vaccinated Americans don't need a mask most of the time, CDC says
Edgar Ozmanyan lies on the bed of his father's house, his injured leg outstretched, holding a cigarette in one hand, and straightening out his injured leg with the other.
Artsakh Platoon’s “Lucky Charm”: Yazidi Volunteer Edgar Ozmanyan Says He Should Have Died with the Others
Player ratings from Manchester United's rescheduled Premier League clash with Liverpool as the Reds came from behind to notch a potentially crucial three points ...
Man Utd 2-4 Liverpool: Player ratings as Reds come from behind to boost top four hopes
News headlines have heralded the restart of Nevada's economic engine in Las Vegas, but frontline service workers ... others have not been so lucky. Here’s a look at some of their stories.
Las Vegas casinos are buzzing again. But many workers remain out of work, struggling
“I was very lucky to survive ... In May 2020, it was reported that 13 percent of frontline healthcare workers who died had been Filipino, despite making up just 2 percent of NHS staff.
Racism on the frontline: Britain’s Asian healthcare workers
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call May 05, 2021 09:00 AM ET Company Participants Jodi Allen - IR Ilham Kadri - CEO Karim Hajjar - CFO Conference Call Participants ...
Solvay SA (SVYSF) CEO Ilham Kadri on Q1 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
News headlines have heralded the restart of Nevada’s economic engine in Las Vegas, but frontline service workers ... others have not been so lucky. Here’s a look at some of their stories ...
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